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Question Paper

VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY

[ PERSONAL SELLING AND SALES FORCE MANAGEMENT ]

DSE 4 - T

1. Answer any five of the following questions : 2×5=10

(a) What do you mean by need-satisfaction approach of personal selling ?

(b) What is Pre-Approach in case of personal selling ?

(c) Name any two advantages of Automation in Personal Selling.

(d) What do you mean by prospecting in personal selling ?

(e) What is Missionary Salesperson ?

(f) What is meant by ODPEC ?
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(g) What is Spin Selling ?

(h) What do you mean by personal selling ?

2. Answer any four of the following questions : 5×4=20

(a) Briefly describe the common personal selling approaches.

(b) Explain the various stages involved in the personal selling process.

(c) What are the various ways in which automation has impacted personal selling ?—
Describe.

(d) List the types of Sales representatives that can be classified in an organisation.

(e) What are the importances of Sales Planning ?

(f) Discuss the importance of Time and Territory management.

3. Answer any three of the following questions : 10×3=30

(a) State the recruitment process of a Sales Staff.

(b) Why is a sales job considered to be unique ? What are the factors behind its
uniqueness ?

(c) From an employee’s point of view, what is an ideal compensation plan ?

(d) How does Aldefer’s view differ from that of Maslow’s ?

(e) Briefly describe the four major career stages for a sales person.
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OR

[ GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT ]

DSE 4 - T

1. Answer any five of the following questions : 2×5=10

(a) What do you mean by acquisition ?

(b) What is demographics ?

(c) Define IPR with an example.

(d) What is Trading bloc ?

(e) What is meant by subsidiary ?

(f) What is Embargo in case of global business ?

(g) What do you mean by Sanitary-phyto-sanitary barriers in case of global trade ?

(h) What is Arbitration ?

2. Answer any four of the following questions : 5×4=20

(a) Explain factors that affect the global business environment.

(b) Discuss the benefits of globalisation.

(c) Explain the evolution of international business.

(d) State the factors that distinguish domestic trade from international trade.

(e) Define foreign investment. What are the various types of foreign investment ?

(f) What is the need for regional integration ?

3. Answer any three of the following questions : 10×3=30

(a) Describe the international organisations working to facilitate international trade.

(b) What do you mean by regional integration ? How has India reacted towards regional
integration ?

(c) What is green field investment ? Why is it considered the best option for a
developing country like India ?

(d) What is cross cultural management ? Explain the cross cultural management factors.
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(e) Why do firms pay so much attention towards economic factors while entering
particular markets ? Justify your answer by quoting practical examples.
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